She’s Moving In
6 X 30 MINUTES
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. This is a Home, Not a Bar!
Nikkia and Dan have been dating six months to a year (they can’t agree on that!) Dan works in a
bar and decorated his place with sports and beverage promotional items and posters. He is a
drummer in a band, while Nikkia is a student who wants a quiet place to study. Oh, and her
favorite colour is pink!

2. Brighten This Place Up!
Shannon and Greg have been dating for a little over a year and have decided to move in together.
Shannon likes girly colours and artsy type décor, while Greg has a medieval sword collection in
the bedroom and is obsessed with his poker table and dartboard. Shannon loves Greg but she
doesn’t love sleeping next to a machete!

3. Too Coordinated? Too Bad!
This episode features Eryn and Chris. They've been dating for two and a half years and are finally
taking the plunge and moving in together. Eryn hates Chris’ choice of primary colours, but Chris
feels Eryn’s decorating scheme is too coordinated and that everything is basically a different
shade of the same colour.

4. As You Wish....
Gina and Brendan have been dating for close to a year and a half and Gina is now moving into
Brendan’s home on Oak Beach Island, a secluded island off of Long Island, New York. Gina wants
to turn Brendan’s game room into her sitting room and wants their bedroom to resemble an adult’s
instead of a college kid’s.

5. I Love You, You’re Perfect, Now Change Your Place!
Shaun and Melanie have been dating for 2 years and have decided to move in together. Neither
has ever lived with a significant other, so Melanie wants to feel at home in her new apartment
because as of right now, she still feels like a visitor. Sadly, Shaun’s idea of decorating is displaying
billiard balls and vodka bottles.
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6. She’s Stuck in the Past!
After a four year relationship, Tiffany and Jawanza are ready to move in together. Jawanza is an
architect with a love of motorcycles and a distain for interior design. Tiffany, a former sorority girl,
can’t stand his white walls, smelly gym equipment and dusty surfaces. Nicole Facciuto is on board
to make sure this happy couple gets just what they need.
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